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Portrait of a nation
by William Vance Trollinger Jr.

College and university professors know all about campuswide efforts to overhaul the general curriculum. Exhausting as such enterprises are, the conversations and arguments about what courses students should be required to take are illuminating. On my own campus, recent curricular debates made clear that arguments about the importance of history as a mode of thinking and inquiry were not sufficient to preserve its place in the academic program. For some of my colleagues outside the discipline—and particularly colleagues outside the humanities—history’s value in the liberal arts depends on historians providing students with particular and common content about the past. That is, our role is to give students the historical narrative. Of course, my colleagues were right to suspect that we historians have not been doing this.

The distinguished University of California sociologist Claude Fischer is also unhappy with historians’ failure to provide the grand narrative—in this case the grand narrative of American history. But instead of waiting for recalcitrant historians to pull up the “loose threads that comprise the study of American social history,” Fischer provides his own metanarrative, neatly laid out in the introduction. Fischer is convinced that there is an American national character that makes America exceptional and that its central feature is voluntarism, defined here as something like individualistic collegiality: we are “sovereign individuals,” but we love to be in groups that we can leave when we so choose.

This character, which unites us as a people, had its origins among white Protestants in the Northeast, and the white middle-class “lives and promulgates” this “distinctive and dominant character of the society” more than any other sector. But thanks to the “availability and expansion of material security and comfort,” the mainstream has widened over time so that “more people could participate in that distinctive culture more fully and could become ‘more American.’” In sum: “There is an American cultural center; its assimilative pull is powerful; and it is distinctive—or ‘exceptional.’ The historical record speaks.”

Made in America is eerily reminiscent of the “consensus history” that dominated the discipline in the two decades after World War II, when historians such as Daniel Boorstin, Louis Hartz, Richard Hofstadter and David Potter argued that Americans were united in some essential way—often by character or common liberal commitments—that made the nation exceptional and that made possible a grand narrative of American history marked by a fundamental consensus. In the wake of the conflict-ridden 1960s and 1970s such an approach to U.S. history began to look badly flawed—or worse.

Over the past four decades many or most American historians, and especially those trained in social history, have given up on defining a national character and have abandoned the quest for the grand narrative. Given the great diversity—racial, gender, economic, religious, geographical and more—of American life, how could one possibly imagine that there is a national character? How could one possibly construct a plausible grand narrative that not only captures all this diversity, but does not unfairly privilege one group over another?

The questions raised about the consensus history of the 1950s can be applied with similar vigor to Made in America. The riotous social and cultural diversity and the deep-seated, passionate and fundamental conflicts that have marked our history are muted in Fischer’s story. His claims about national character and a grand narrative are more assumed than verified; indeed, to make such claims is to move away from the notion of contingency that is at the heart of the historical discipline. Fischer’s project has a strong air of historical inevitability, even though he strongly denies that this is his intention.

Despite all this, Made in America is an impressive intellectual achievement, and the book is very much worth reading. One reason it is so impressive is precisely that it is so ambitious. Fischer takes the long view of American history, and in doing so he sees much that those of us who are confined to smaller spaces and shorter time frames do not see.

More than this, he makes remarkable use of the work of social historians (yes, those same historians who adamantly eschew metanarratives), writing that they “have in recent decades mined rich veins of archives, bringing to the surface stories
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Fischer presents an impressive list of nutrition education, direct relief and policies and programs, including public sanitation, building codes, food regulation, labor laws, disability insurance, bank deposit insurance, unemployment insurance and, most significant, Social Security and Medicare.

For Fischer, the "variety of government programs" that "virtually eliminated starvation and radically reduced poverty" are clear indicators that sympathy for the destitute has been increasing, not decreasing, over time. Tony Judt, in his masterful Ill Fares the Land, made a similar claim, asserting that thanks to government actions, "from the late 19th century until the 1970s the advanced societies of the West" became progressively "less unequal." But then Judt went on to point out that over the past 30 years Western nations—most dramatically the United States—have "thrown...
all this away,” thanks to an “unwavering . . . commitment to the unraveling of decades of social legislation and economic oversight.” This “economic disadvantage for the overwhelming majority” of Americans has translated into (as Judt documented in a series of dramatic and depressing graphs) poor health, mental illness, reduced life expectancy, criminality, reduced social mobility and missed educational opportunity.

Unlike Judt, Fischer says little about the relentless ideological and political assault on the welfare state over the past three decades. But he does acknowledge that the growing educational and wealth inequality in these years has had a deleterious effect on Americans on the lower rungs of the socioeconomic ladder: “In the last few decades . . . social opportunities constricted for average Americans and marginalized Americans became more marginalized. History is not a steady progression, so this stall may be a passing era. Or not.” Of course, if this three-decade retrenchment of the welfare state is not simply a temporary historical “stall,” then it would seem that, by Fischer’s own standards, there really was a golden age of compassion in America, from 1900 to 1970. And if this is the case, there is good reason for Americans to feel a sense of decline because it may be true that comfortable Americans have become increasingly indifferent to the needy.

If our history is really a matter of continuities, if there really is something essential to being an American, then perhaps the early- and mid-20th-century concern for the “least of these” was an anomaly in the history of the American bourgeois character. Perhaps we should give the last word to Alexis de Tocqueville: “As one digs deeper into the national character of the Americans, one sees that they have sought the value of everything in the world only in the answer to this single question: how much money will it bring in?”

**The McDonald Lectures**

**James Carroll on “Jesus Against Himself: From Itinerant Galilean to Christ of God and Back Again”**

Fall 2011

Candler School of Theology at Emory University welcomes award-winning author, *Boston Globe* columnist and former Catholic priest James Carroll as the 2011 Alonzo L. McDonald Family Chair on the Life and Teachings of Jesus and their Impact on Culture. The author of such acclaimed works as *Constantine’s Sword, Practicing Catholic,* and this year’s *Jerusalem, Jerusalem,* Carroll will deliver a series of public lectures on the theme “Jesus Against Himself: From Itinerant Galilean to Christ of God and Back Again,” exploring the fundamentals of Christian belief in Jesus in relation to history and criticism. The day following each lecture, Carroll will appear in a luncheon conversation to discuss the prior evening’s lecture topic in a smaller group setting.

For details, visit [www.candler.emory.edu](http://www.candler.emory.edu).

**The Lecture & Luncheon Series**

- **September 26/27** Jesus: Solitude or Solidarity?
- **October 24/25** Jesus: Magician or Healer?
- **November 14/15** Jesus: An Undiscovered Faith

Lectures on Monday evenings; luncheons on the Tuesday immediately following each lecture. All events take place on the campus of Emory University in Atlanta.
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**Unexpected Destinations: An Evangelical Pilgrimage to World Christianity**

By Wesley Granberg-Michaelson

Eerdmans, 312 pp., $24.00 paperback

What do you get when you take an attractive, intelligent kid born into a loving, happy, Midwestern family and relinquish him for baptism, telling him he is now “engaged to profess Christ”? Wesley Granberg-Michaelson, that’s who.

This is a wonderfully well-written autobiography by one of the notable leaders of the contemporary American church. If you are a Protestant Christian over 50, there is a good chance that you will see marks of your own pilgrimage in the steps of Granberg-Michaelson.

His journey began in a well-formed, evangelical Reformed church and in the fledgling Young Life movement (he was a conservative patriot with our present secretary of state back when she was a young evangelical). He was probably the only person to attend Hope College as an act of rebellion. He went to Princeton Seminary and then became the youngest member of Senator Mark Hatfield’s staff. He was mentored by Gordon Cosby, was present for the earliest days of *Sojourners,* then became a pastor and general secretary of the Reformed Church in America. Granberg-Michaelson has landed in some outstanding locations.

The World Council of Churches and Christian Churches Together are some of the global Christian organizations in which he has endured hours of meetings and moderated fractious debates, all because of his conviction that the life he was living was not his own. In this book he embodies the Reformed tradition at its best.

Remarkably, though Granberg-Michaelson knows firsthand the underbelly of the worldwide church, has met and worked with just about everybody who is anybody in Protestant Christianity...